Searching for
Suggestions
When you run out of screens to stare at, find and circle ideas for activities
hidden in this puzzle. It’ll be like virtual reality, except without the virtual part.

film a music video

nature rubbings

obstacle course

rename your pet

scavenger hunt

clean your room

make a flipbook

write letters

scare your mom

fashion show

write a story

hide and seek

build a fort

talent show

dance party

board games

make ice cream

exercise

read a book

puppet show

dress up

paint

bake

karaoke

Go the (Social) Distance
Two plane designs. One easy way to prove to your family who’s boss
(you, duh). Color ‘em, fold ‘em up, and let ‘em rip to see which one:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flies farthest
Flies fastest
Flies highest
Stays in the air longest
Can land in a cardboard box
Flies through a hula hoop
Does the most loops

INSTRUCTIONS
Make sure to flip it and fold it colored side down, so you can see your artwork
at the end!

1

2

3

Pull the top left and right
corners down toward you.

Fold the top point down
toward you.

Fold the top left and right
corners down.

4

5

6

Fold the tip up.

Flip the plane over and
fold the right side over
onto the left.

Fold the wings down and the
winglets up.

Weird & Wacky What-Ifs
What could get weirder than no school, no contact with friends, and
endless weeks spent indoors? Let’s find out. Consider these bizarro
scenarios and color your preferred course of action.

Eat with your feet

OR

Walk on your hands

Have a sneeze
you can’t sneeze

OR

Hiccup every time someone
says your name

Fight a cat-sized lion

OR

Fight a lion-sized cat

Be able to speak
every language

OR

Be able to play
every instrument

Be the funniest person alive

OR

Be the smartest person alive

Discover a hidden treasure

OR

Discover a living dinosaur

Live 50 feet up in a tree

OR

Live in a cave underground

Go trick-or-treating every night

OR

Have Christmas every morning

Be the fastest person
in the world

OR

Be able to jump the highest

Talk to animals

OR

Read people’s minds

Just Finish the
Story Already
Put your own spin on this fill-in-the-blank story by writing
in the missing parts of speech.

Last night, I had the craziest dream. I transformed into a __________
ANIMAL

and was running through the streets of __________ . I couldn’t
CITY

communicate with anything or anyone. Every time I tried to say
__________, it would come out as a __________. People recoiled in
FRIENDLY GREETING

FUNNY NOISE

__________. They laughed at my
EMOTION

BODY PART

. I didn’t know what

to do or where to go, so I __________ to the nearest __________
PAST TENSE VERB

PL ACE

to hide. Then in the darkness, I saw a something move. As I got
closer, a

ADJECTIVE

figure emerged. I was ____________. It was
ADJECTIVE ENDING IN -ED

__________ from __________ class wearing a ___________ and asking
NAME OF FRIEND

SUBJECT

WEIRD CLOTHING ITEM

me where I had hid the __________. Needless to say, I won’t be eating
VALUABLE ITEMS

__________ before I go to bed ever again.
FOOD

I spy…

Color each object below as you find them.
Boots
Tent
Lantern
Canoe
Guitar
Backpack
Camera
Flashlight
Axe
Maps
Sun
Binoculars
Coffee
Shovel
Compass
Raft
Mountains
Hat
Fish
Match
Trailer

A Punny Thing
Happened…
Entertain your parents’ co-workers during their next
conference call with these hilarious one-liners.
Why couldn’t the pony sing a

What’s worse than
finding a worm in your
apple? Finding half
a worm.

lullaby? She was a little horse.

What’s
brown and
sticky?
A stick.

What did the
limestone say to the
geologist? Don’t take
me for granite.

Where does the king keep his
armies? In his sleevies.

What has
a head, a
tail, but
no body?
A coin.

Why is Peter Pan
always flying?
He Never Lands.

What do you call a cow that won’t
give milk? An udder failure.

What did the mouse
use to build its house?
“Cottage” cheese.

What do you call
someone with no
body and no nose?
Nobody knows.

What is a sea monster’s
favorite snack?
Ships and dip.

Why did the man fall down the
well? Because he couldn’t see
that well.

Emoji Say What?!
Keep your kid communications under wraps even under
your parents’ roof. Use this emoji translator to decode
the phrase below. Then make up your own to share
with friends!

?

Get Me Outta Here
There’s only so much quality time you can spend with the fam. Retreat to
your room (and the sound of sweet, sweet silence) by working your way
through the mazes below.

Lines & Dots
Grab a friend. Oh wait, you can’t hang with friends. Sigh. Okay, play with family.
1. Take turns adding a single horizontal or vertical line between two dots.
2. The player who completes the fourth side of the box marks their initials
inside and earns one point.
3. The game is over when no more lines can be placed.
4. Whoever has the most points, wins!

Game 1

Game 2

Game 3

Solutions
Hey no cheating!

Secret Code
Message:
What is your
favorite emoji?

